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Časopis pro pěstování matematiky, roč. 111 (1986), Praha 
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B. AULBACH*), D. FLOCKERZI, H. W. KNOBLOCH, Wurzburg 

Dedicated to Professor Jaroslav Kurzweil on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday 

(Received July 17, 1985) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Invariant manifold theory is known to provide useful tools for the study of the 
flow of an ordinary differential equation x = f(x) near an equilibrium point x0. 
In particular the notion of a center manifold plays a crucial role in this context. 
Roughly speaking the flow on a local center manifold through the equilibrium point x0 

bears valuable information about the flow in a full neighborhood of x0. For simplicity 
but with only little loss of generality we suppose that the Jacobian of/ at x0 has no 
eigenvalues with positive real parts. Otherwise one simply has to restrict the considera
tions to the flow in a center-stable manifold through x0. Historically the first descrip
tion of an essential property of the center manifold — sometimes referred as "re
duction principle" — appears in the work of Pliss [8] and Kelley [5]. This principle 
is related to the general concept of asymptotic phase (see [1]) and can be roughly 
phrased as follows. Each point xx in a neighbourhood of x0 can be mapped into 
a point A(xt) on a center manifold, such that the difference between the solutions 
x(t9 xt) and x(t9 A(xL)) decays to zero exponentially as t -• oo. A somewhat different 
point of view is taken by Palmer [7, Theorem 4.1], where — roughly speaking — the 
inverse of the map A is studied. 

The present paper is centered around ideas similar to the ones which underlie the 
above mentioned work. Our main result is Theorem 3.1 and the subsequent corollaries 
which are concerned with additional invariance properties of the manifolds whose 
existence follows from the theorem. The theorem itself demonstrates that one can 
find more invariant manifolds in the neighborhood of a stationary point than is 
commonly known. In fact we will show that an invariant submanifold M of the center 
manifold admits a continuation as a locally invariant manifold M which is transversal 
to the center manifold (see figure 1). This manifold M represents a new type of 

*) Supported by the Volkswagenwerk foundation. 
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invariant manifold which in a particular case may be thought of as lying between 
the stable manifold and a center — stable manifold through x0. In fact, if M contains 
the equilibrium point x0 then M contains the stable manifold through x0; on the other 
hand M is a submanifold of a center-stable manifold through x0. That this result 
can be a useful tool in the discussion of concrete problems will be illustrated by an 
application given in Section 4. Here we consider an attractor which is a manifold of 
equilibria and establish some properties of its region of attraction. 

Our method follows the approach to invariant manifold theory as developed 
in [6]. We eliminate certain shortcomings of the technique used in [6] which led 
to a loss of the degree of smoothness in the course of the construction. Furthermore 
we prove a reduction principle which is valid under rather weak assumptions. 

The paper is organized as follows. The starting point of our considerations is 
[6, Satz 7.1] which we discuss in detail in Section 2. We also relate this theorem to 
well known concepts which can be found in Coddington-Levinson [2], Hartman [4] 
and Hale [3] (see Remark 2.4). We are then in a position to state and prove our 
main result. 

As far notation is concerned there are only a couple of points worth mentioning. 
Py l(A) we denote the set of real parts of the eigenvalues of the matrix A. By a C1,Lip-
function f(t, x): R x Rn -> Rn we mean a continuous function which is of class C1 

as function of x and whose x-derivative has a global Lipschitz constant with respect 
to x on its entire domain of definition. A C1,Lip-manifold is the graph of a CljLip-
function. 

2. BASIC RESULTS 

We first present the main theorem about integral manifolds from [6, Ch. V] since 
it will be used repeatedly in the sequel. In doing so we add two properties which we 
will prove below. Let us consider a pair of coupled differential equations 

(2.1) x = g(t, x,y), y = h(t, x, y) (x e Rk, ye Rm) 

and assume that g and h are continuous and bounded together with their first 
partial derivatives with respect to x and y on the whole (t, x, >>)-space. In particular 
we let 

(2.2) sup \\gx\\ ^c, sup \\gy\\ ^ yg, sup fl^H = yh, sup \\hy\\ =: c 

where the supremum is taken over the (t, x, j;)-space. Furthermore we assume that 
9x9 9y> hx and hy satisfy a global Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant K with 
respect to x and y. Finally we ask for the following property: 

(2.3) If (x, y)(t) is any solution of (2.1) we ask of the transition matrices 
<t>i(U *)> <t>i(U T) of 

vv = gx(t, x(t), y(t)) w, z = hy(t, x(t), y(t)) z 
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respectively to satisfy the uniform estimates 

| | ^ , T ) | | ^ y 1 e ^ - t > , t£x, 
| | * a M | g y 2 e « - r t , t£x, 

for a < p and some positive constants yl9 y2 • 

Theorem 2.1. Let g(t, x, y) and h(t, x, y) = By + g(f, x, y) satisfy all the above 
assumptions and let 1(B) > 0. If there exists a Q = 0 such that 

(2.4) CC<VQ<P, KQV:=yly2ygyJvQ - a ) " 1 ^ - vo)"1 < 1 for v = 1, 2 

fhen fhere exists a continuous and bounded function y = s(t, x) that has continuous 
and bounded partial derivatives of first order with respect to t and x with the fol
lowing properties: 

(a) M : = {(t, x, y): y = s[t, x), (t, x) arbitrary} is the maximal integral manifold 
for (2.1) containing all solutions (x, y)(t) of (2.1) with bounded y-component for 
t - > CO. 

(b) If g and q are T-periodic in t, then s is. 
If g and q are co-periodic in xy, then s is. 

(c) s u p | s | g s u p | « | f V J , , | | ^ 

sup \\sx\\ = (1 - K^Y1 (p - Q)-1 y2yj[l + cyi(Q - a ) ' 1 ] = : K . 

(d) sx(t, x) satisfies a global Lipschitz condition with respect to x. 

(e) If g, q and qx, qy vanish at (t, 0, 0), t e R, then s(t, 0) = 0 and sx(t, 0) = 0 
for all teR. 

Remark 2.2. (1) If the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied only on an interval 
of the form [t0, oo) then the statements are valid on the same interval. 

(2) By reversing the time t one can prove an analogous theorem for differential 
equations of the form 

(2.5) x = Ax + p(t, x,y), y = h(t, x, y) 

with 1(A) < 0. Thus by applying Theorem 2.1 twice, first to (2.1) and then to (2.5) 
one can prove that C1»Lip-systems possess a global C1,Lip center manifold. 

(3) Part (c) of Theorem 2.1 has the important consequence that — in loose terms — 
the function s depends continuously on the functions g and q. More precisely, let 

(*)x * = 9(t, x, y) + Xg(t, x, y) 

y = By + q(t, x, y) + kq(t, x, y) 

satisfy all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 for X = 0 and A = 1. Let sx(t9 x) be cor-
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responding functions furnished by Theorem 2.1. Then the substitution v = y — 
— s0(t, x) yields a system of the form 

(**)>. x = g(t, x, v + s0(t, x)) + Ag(t, x,.v + s0(t, x)) 

v = [B + V(t, x, v)] v + 

+ A[q(t, x, v + :50(>, x)) + #(f, x, v + s0(f, x))] 

where sup |V(f, x, v)| g c + Ryg. Thus, for sufficiently small c + icy5, part (c) of 
Theorem 2.1 implies for the "integral manifold" v = a(t, x) of (**)j 

sup |a | ^ x[sup|<?| + KSUp|0|] 

for an approriate constant %. As a consequence we have 

sup Is, - s0\ ^ /[sup \q\ + K sup \g\\ . 

Proof. The function s{t, x) is defined with the help of solutions of boundary 
value problems of the following type 

(2.6) x = g(t9 x, y) , x(t0) = x0 , 

y = h(t, x, y), y(tx) = y.x , t0<tt. 

Under the above hypotheses there exists a unique solution of (2.6) which we denote 
by (x> y) (t\ t0, x0, tl9 y{). As shown in [6, pp. 239, 240] there exists a sequence 
(0> t/i ~* °° f ° r I1 -* °°J such that the expression 

(2-7) s(t9 x) = lim y(t; t9 x, t„, 0) 
/i->oo 

defines a function s satisfying all the statements of the theorem except for parts (d) 
and (e). In Satz 6.1 [6, pp. 230 — 235] it is shown that the solution of (2.6) is con
tinuously differentiable with respect to all its variables t, t0, x0, tl9 y±. From the 
proof of Satz 6.1 it follows that y^0(^0; t0, x0, tl9 yx) admits the uniform bound given 
by K from part (c). Thus it remains to establish the existence of a uniform Lipschitz 
constant for yxo not depending on i^, tx and yx. Then the relation (2.7) implies 
point (d). 

We regard t0,tx,yx as fixed for the moment and write (x, y) (t, x0) instead of 
(x, y) (t; t09 x0, tl9 yx). We consider the partial derivative of this solution with 
respect to the i-th component x0 of x0 and write 

~\ *\ 
(2.8) w(t, x0) = - 4 (t, x0) , z(t, x0) = - 4 (t, x0) . 

C/X0 0^x0 

Then (w, z) (t, x0) satisfies the variational equation of (2.6) which can be written as 
a linear boundary value problem of the form 

(2.9) -w = A(t) w + A^t) z , w(t0, x0) = e j , 

z = Bt(t) w + B(t) z , z(tt, x0) = 0 . 
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(cf. [6, p. 230]). We can now apply the results of [6, pp. 220-224] in particular 
Hilfssatz 4.2 and 4.3, and obtain an estimate of the form 

(2.10) ( w , z ) ( t , x 0 ) = ovV("-'o)) 

for t0 g t S. *i« The symbol O from now on refers to estimates where the constants 
depend on a, /?, yl9 y29 c, yg9 yh and K but not on t09 tl9 yt. Thus, from (2.8) and (2.10) 
we conclude 

(2.11) |(x, y) (t9 x0) - (x, y) (t9 x0)| = O(e*('-'o)|x0 - x0|) 

for t0 g t ^ tv To complete the proof of part (d) we need to show 

(2.12) * \z(t09 x0) - z(t09 x0)\ = O(|x0 - x 0 | ) . 

Because of (2.9) the differences 

(2.13) A„(t9 x0, x0) := Wyt9 x0) - w(t9 x 0 ) , 

A2(f, x0, x0) := z(t9 x0) - z(t9 x0) 
satisfy 

A; = A(t) Aw + Ax(t) Az + a(t) , Aw(t09 x0, x0) = 0 , 

A; = B±(t) Aw + B(t) Az + b(t) , Az(rl9 x0, x0) = 0 

where A(t)9 A^t), B^t), B(t) are given by gx9 gy9 hx9 hy at (t9 (x, >') (t9 x0)) respectively 
and where a(t) is equal to 

Ox(t\ (*> y) (^ ^o)) - 9Jt, (x, y) (t9 x0))] w(t9 x0) + 

+ [^(^ (x, y) (t, x0)) - gy(t9 (x, .v) (̂ , x0))] z(t9 x0) . 

A similar formula holds for b(t). Because of (2.10), (2.11) and the assumed Lipschitz 
condition for gx9 gy, hx9 hy we have an estimate of the form O(e2(?(f"'o)|x0 — x0|) 
for a(t) and b't) on [t09 r j . By (2.4) and Hilfssatz 4.2 [6, p. 222] we have A2(t9 x0, 
JC0) = O(e2c(f-ro)|x0 - x0|) on [r0, ^ ] and thus (2.12). By taking (2.13) and (2.8) 
into account we finally arrive at 

^ 7 ( ' o , *O) - ~r(to> x'o) = O(|x0 - x0|) 
3x0 3x0 

where the symbol O is independent of t09 tt and yt. Part (d) now follows from (2.7). 
Finally we turn to the proof of part (e). Because of g(t9 0, 0) = 0 and q(t9 0, 0) = 0 

one has the trivial solution (x, y) = (0, 0) for (2.1). By part (a) s(t9 0) needs to be 0. 
In order to show sx(t9 0) = 0 we consider yjc0(f; t9 0, tl9 0). The z-equation in (2.9) 
now reduces to i = Bz9 z(tl9 0) = 0, for all z = (dyjdx0) (t; t9 0, tl9 0), i = 1, . . . , k. 
Thus yXQ(t;919 0, tl9 0) = 0 holds uniformly in tl9 and relation (2.7) implies part (e). 
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Next we consider systems of the form 

(2A4) x = Ax + p(t, x, y, z) , xeRk, 

x = By + q(t, x,y,z), x e Rm , 

z = Z(t, z) + r(t, x, y, z), zeRn, 

that are defined for all (t, z) and for all (x, y) in a neighborhood of (0, 0) in Rk x Rm. 
We assume that the right-hand side belongs to C1,Lip and that sup \Z(t, z)\ < oo. 
Furthermore we pose the following hypotheses on (2.14): 

There exists positive constants Q, y', a' and e with the following properties: 

(2.15) 1(A) < -Q, P' := min l(B) > -Q, 

If z(t) is any solution of £ = Z(t, z) the transition matrix ^(t, T) of 

z = Zz(t, z) z satisfies 

||-F(f,T)|| = / e a ' ( r _ T ) for t = T. 

Let w be any of the functions p, q or r. 

(2.16) w tends to 0 uniformly in (t, z) as (x, y) -> (0, 0) . 

(2.17) \wjt, x, y, z) - wx(t, 0, 0, z)||, ||w/r, x, y, z) - wy(i, 0, 0, z)|| and 

\\wz(t, x, y, z)\\ tend to 0 uniformly in (t, z) as (x, y) -> (0, 0). 

Moreover ||p,||, | | p j , \\qx\\, | | q j are less e for all (t, 0, 0, z). 

(2.18) There exists a Q' with <x' < VQ' < P' + Q for v = 1, 2. 

Theorem 2.3. There exist positive constants e0, 50 and S with S0 < S such that 
for e < s0 

\(t, x,y,z):y = s(t, x z) , |x| < 5} 

defines a local Ci,Lip-integral manifold for (2.14) having the following properties: 
(a) s(t, 0, z) = 0 for all (t, 0, z). 
(b) If |x0| < d0 and y0 = s[t0, x0, z0)then the solution (x, y, z) (t) of (1.14) 

with initial value (x0, y0, z0) at t = t0 exists for all t ^ t0 and satisfies \x(t)\ < S, 
\y(t)\ < S, y(t) = s(t, x(t), z(t)), t ^ t0. Moreover, \x(t)\ and \y(t)\ tend exponentially 
to 0 as t —> oo. More precisely, there exist positive constants F0 and F that are 
independent of the chosen initial value with \(x, y) (t)\ — F0|x0| e~n, ^ ^ 0. 

(c) If the right-hand side of (2.14) is periodic in t (in z), then s is periodic in t 
(in z). 

Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.3 generalizes two concepts which meanwhile may be 
considered classical. On the one hand invariant manifolds with description y = 
= s(t, x, z) are sought for differential systems of the form (2.14) where the respective 
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spectra of A or B lie left or right to a vertical line in the left plane of C. Coddington 
and Levinson [2, Ch. 13, Th. 4.4] and Hartman [4, X, Th. 8.3] consider the case 
where the z-component in (2.14) is absent. Moreover in [2] B is not allowed to have 
eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. The z-component as a parameter, i.e. the case 
when Z(t9 z) + r(t9 x, y9 z) = 0 in our notation, is treated in Knobloch and Kappel 
[6, Satz 9.2], On the other hand systems of the form (2.14) with a general z-equation 
are considered by Hale [3], but there the matrices A and B are in a hyperbolic 
configuration, i.e. the vertical line separating the spectra of A and B may be chosen 
to be the imaginary axis. Obviously, both directions mentioned above are taken into 
account and generalized in Theorem 2.3. 

If z represents an angular variable the global assumptions with respect to z are 
quite natural. Otherwise they can be satisfied after a modification of a system (2.14) 
that is originally only given in a neighborhood of (x, y9 z) = (0, 0, 0) (cf. [6, p. 248]). 
But then property (b) does in general not apply to solutions of the originally given 
local system. 

Proof. Since we intend to use Theorem 2.1 we consider a system related to (2.14). 
To this end we shift the spectra of A and B to the right. That is done in the following 
way: We denote by £(i) = /ie"c(f~T) a nontrivial solution of <f = — Q£. Then the 
following is true near T: 

If (x, y9 z) (t) is a solution of (2.14) then (x, y9 z) (t) := (x/f, >>/£, z) (t) is a solu
tion of 

(2.19) x = (A + QI) x + - L p(t9 i(t) x, £(t) y9 z) , 

y = (B + QI) y + J - q(t9 £(t) x, i(t) y9 z) , 
f(0 

z = Z(t9 z) + r(t9 {(*) x, £(t) y9 z) 

provided |X(T)| and |J>(T)| are sufficiently small. Conversely, if (x, y9 z) (t) is a solution 
of (2.19) with |x(r)|, \y(t)\ sufficiently small, then (x, y, z) (t) : = (£x, £y, z) (t) is 
a solution of (2.14). 

We define for I; in a neighborhood of 0 e R 

p(t, ft x, y, z) = - p(t, fx, £y9 z) for f 4= 0 , 

p(t9 0, x, y, z) = px(t9 0, 0, z) x + py(t9 0, 0, z) y 

r(t> z> x> y>z) = r(t> &> &> z) 

and note the validity of 

P(U ft x9 y9 z) = px(t9 sfx, s£}>, z) x ds . 
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Analogous formulae hold for q. Thus, p and q belong to C1,L,p with respect to 
x, y, z, but not necessarily with respect to f. We now modify the functions p, q, r 
by using a C00 cut-off function for the variables f, x, y (cf. Hilfssatz 2.3 of [6, pp. 
214/215]) such that the globally defined continuations p*, q*, r* coincide with p, q, r 
respectively for |^| < Ai9 \x\ < Au \y\ < At and such that the following is true 
for any continuous function £: R -+ R: The modified system 

(2.20) x = (A + QI) x + p*(t, i(t), x, y, z) , 

y = (B + Ql)y + q*(t, £(t), x, y, z) , 

z = Z(t,z) + r*(t, £(t), x, y, z) 

satisfies the global assumptions stated below system (2.1) with (x, z) -> x. Note that 
the Lipschitz constants of p*, q* and r* as well as all the other constants there can 
be chosen independently from £(t) since the cut-off function is applied to £(f) too. 
As it is easily seen the conditions (2.2) —(2.4) can be satisfied independently from the 
chosen ^(t) provided a is less than a certain £0 and S1 is sufficiently small. For the 
verification of (2.3) for the transition matrix of the (x, z)-variational equation we 
refer to [6, pp. 219/220]. Thus for such values of e and 8i Theorem 2.1 can be applied 
to (2.20) yielding a function y = s*(t, £(t), x, z) with all the properties stated there. 
In particular part (a) implies 

(2.21) s*(t, £(t), 0, z) = 0 for all (t, z) . 

We are going to show now that s* is in some restricted sense independent of the 
choice of £(t) (see (2.24) below). Let q > 1 be the Lipschitz constant of s* with 
respect to (x, z). We choose a b2 e(0, <5-) and a 80 e(0, 82\2q) with the following 
property: 

(2.22) With £(t) = ^e-*('-T) 4= 0 any solution (x, y, z) (t) of (2.20) with |/*| < S0, 
| X ( T ) | < < 5 0 and y(x) = S*(T, p9 X(T), Z(T)) fulfills \i(t)\ < S2\2q, \x(t)\ < 
< 82\2q, \y(t)\ < 82\2 for t = T. 

Next, we take any rj e R with 0 < \rj\ < 2, \n\rj\ < 82\2q, 0 < \i < <50. Then 

(2.23) (I £, p, z) (t) : = (£/>/, r\x, rjy, z) (t) 

satisfies 

iKoi<-^,i*(*)i<^, m\<**-t<* * = *• 
2q q 

Thus (x, p, f) (t) is a solution of (2.20) for %(t) = (n/rf) e -^"*'. Since its ^-com
ponent is bounded for t -» oo we have 

p(t) = s*(t, l(t), x(t), t (0) = v*(t, i(t), x(t), z(t)) = n y(t) 
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for t = T. We define x(t) := £(t)&(t) and fi, := \X\Y\ and thus can rewrite the last 
equation in a more symmetric form 

(2.24) Z(t)s*(t,Z(t)^yz(t))=ms*(<,m>^yz(t)) for f* t 

under the conditions 

0 < pi < S0 , 0 < \iijft\ < 2, |/2| < - i , |X(T)//I| < S0 . 
2q 

We fix such a /i and define 

(2.25a) S(T, x, z) = /XS*(T, JJ, x/Ii, z) . 

Because of (2.24) we have 

(2.25b) S(T, x, z) = t(t) S*(T, {(*), xlt(t), z) 

for 0 < |ji/{(0| < 2 , O < | { ( 0 | < ^ - , \x\fi\<d0. 
2q 

Thus, part (a) (cf. (2.21)) and part (c) of Theorem 2.3 follow. The smoothness of s 
is the same as the one of s*. 

Next, we are going to show how a local integral manifold for (2.14) can be defined 
with the help of this function s. With the fixed \i in (2.25a)and with \(i) = /xe"c(r"T) 

we have the following because of (2.25b): 
If (x, y9 z) (t) is a solution of (2.14) with |X(T)| < 50fi and y(x) = S(T, X(T), Z(T)) 

then there exists an interval / , T G I°, with 

(2.26) s(t9 x(t)9 z(tj) = t(t) s*(r, Z(t)9 x(t)l£(t), z(t)) on I. 

On the other hand (x, y9 z) (t) : = (x/£, yj£9 z) (t) is a solution of (2.20) on some 
interval /*, Te(I*)°, satisfying X(T) = X(T)//I, |X(T)| < <50, Z(T) = Z(T), y(z) = 
= S*(T, fi9 X(T), Z(T)). Thus (2.22) implies y(t) = s*(t, £(t)9 x(t)9 z(t)) on /*. By (2.26) 
we have 

(2.27) y(t) = s(t9 x(t)9 z(t)) on I n I* 

so that y = s(t9 x, z) defines a local integral manifold for (2.14). 
It remains to establish part (b) of Theorem 2.3. For this purpose we consider 

the reduced equation 

(2.28) x = Ax + p(t9 x, s(t9 x, z), z) , 

z = Z(t9 z) + r(r, x, s(t9 x, z), z) 

for |x| < c50̂ . Because of (2.15) — (2.17) and s(t9 0, z) = 0 there exists a uniform 
<50 > 0 such that |x(f0)| < S'0 implies |x(f)| < S0fi for t = t0 and the exponential 
decay of |x(f)| towards 0 as t -> oo. The constants in the exponential estimate will 
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not depend on t0. Thus the x-restrictions in (2.25b) are satisfied. With £(t) = £0(t) = 
= /ie~e(t"ro) (2.27) holds for t e [f0, tx~\ where t% is an appropriate time less t0 and 
tt = t0 + (1/20) In 2. By using St(t) = /ie"e(r"f , ) one can extend (2.27) to [f0, f2] 
with t2 = tx + (1/20) In 2. Continuing in this manner one shows that (2.27) holds 
for all t ^ t0. By taking the Lipschitz condition of 5 and s(t9 0, z) = 0 into account 
all the statements of part (b) follow. H 

Remark 2.5. A careful analysis of the above proof shows that the constants 
s09 S9 <50, r0 and F just depend on the constants in the estimates for the transition 
matrices <Pi9 <P29 V in (2.3) and (2.15). 

3. A NEW TYPE OF INVARIANT MANIFOLD 

Since we are only interested in the behavior on the center stable manifold of our 
underlying system we restrict ourselves to C1,L,p-systems of the form 

(3.1) x = Ax + P(x9z)9 xeRk
9 

z = Cz + g(x, z)9 zeRn, 

defined for (x, z) in a neighborhood Jf of (0, 0). We assume 

(3.2) 1(A) < - 0 < 0 , 1(C) = 0, 

P and Q are of order 0(|x|2 + \z\2) , (x, z) -» (0, 0) . 

By Theorem 2.1 (see Remark 2.2) there exists a C1,Lip center manifold 

(3.3) CM = {(x, z): x = c(z) = 0(\z\2)9 \z\ < d0} 

for (3.1) in Jf. The reduced system on CM is then 

(3.4) z = Cz + Q(c{z)9 z) = Cz + 0(\z\2), z -» 0 . 

Now we suppose that for a Sx e (0, S0) 

(3.5) M = lz = r\:u = s(v) = X + Sv + 0(\v\2), veRd
9 \v\ < sX 

defines a locally invariant C1,Lip-manifold for (3.4) inside {z: \z\ < S0}. We denote 
points of M by £(i?) = (s(v)9 v) and define 

(3.6) X(v) = (c(C'v)), t(v)) 

so that x(M) is the lift of M to CM. If we write 

= (Cn C, 
Ve21 c2 
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and Q = (U9 V)T in accordance to z = (w, v)T the flow on M is generated by 

(3.7) v = Z(v) := C2l s{v) + C22v + V{x{v)). 

We would like to point out that M only passes through z = 0 if A is zero. Thus Z(0) 
does not vanish unless A is equal to 0. 

Theorem 3.1. Under the above assumptions there exist a A0 > 0 and a S2e (0, SO 

such that system (3.1) has a locally invariant CltLip-manifold 

(3.8) M = {(*, w, t;) : u = f{x, v), \x\ < S2, \v\ < S2} 

inside Jf provided |A| < A0. Moreover the inclusion M n CM c /(M) h0Ws. 

stable manifold 

center 

manifold 

Fig. 1 

Remark 3.2. (1) Loosely speaking Theorem 3.1 tells that local invariant manifolds 
of dimension d within the n-dimensonal center manifold of (3.1) can be continued 
to local invariant manifolds of dimension (fc + d), where k is the dimension of 
the stable manifold of (3.1). See Figure 1. Below we present sufficient conditions 
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for these (k + d)-dimensional manifolds to posses an additional invariance prop
erty like part (b) of Theorem 2.3. 

(2) A similar result can be proved in the case that M is an invariant closed curve. 
If a moving orthonormal coordinate system (y9 0) e Rn~l x R is introduced for z 
(see [3, Ch. VI]) the resulting system will be of the form (2.14). Under appropriate 
conditions on the closed curve M which hold if M is generated by a periodic solution 
Theorem 2.3 is applicable. In this case one arrives at an invariant cylinder of the form 
{(*> y> 0): y = f(x9 0), \x\ < S2} over M. Here, we also like to refer to the work of 
S. Graff on the continuation of invariant tori (cf. [9]). 

Proof. The substitutions 

(3.9) x -+ x + c{z) , u = y + s(v) 

transform (3.1) into a system of the form 

(3.10) x = Ax + p(x9 y9 v) 

y = By + q(x9 y9 v) 

v = Z(v) + r(x9 y9 v) 
with 

(3.11) B = Cn - SC21 , Z(B) = 0 

Z(v) = Dv + Zx(v) with D = C21S + C22 , Z(D) = 0 . 

The functions p9 q and r have the following properties: 

p(0, y9 v) = 0 , q(Q, 0, v) = 0 , r(0, 0, v) = 0 

Px(09 0, v) = P^(v)) - cz(C(t;)) QJMp)), 

Pjc(0, 0, v) = 1 7 ^ ) ) - S » V^(t;)), 

qy(09 0, i;) = Ux(X(v)) cu(Z(v)) + U^i ; ) ) -

- '»[^( /W) (̂xW) + vu(x(v))] • 
We now use a C00 cut-off function for y so that (3.10) and the modified equation 

(3.12) x = Ax + p(x, j;, u) 

y = By + g(x, j;, t;) 

t; = Z(u) + r(x9 y9 v) 

coincide for |v| < A (see [6, p. 248]). Because of the spectral properties in (3.2) and 
(3.11) and the representation of CM and M in (3.3) and (3.5) all the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.3 can be satisfied provided |A| and zTare sufficiently small. Thus we arrive 
at an invariant C1,Lip-manifold 

(3.13) {(x, y9v):y = s(x9 v)9 \x\ < <53} 
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for (3.12) where S3 > 0 is appropriately chosen. Because of the modification in v 
the manifold (3.13) just defines a locally invariant manifold for (3.10), i.e. 

(3.14) there exist a A > 0 and a A0 e (0, A) such that the manifold {(x, y9 v) : y = 
= s(x9v)9 |x| < A, |i;| < A} has the following property: If |x0| < A0, 
|v0| < A0, y0 = s(x0, v0) then there exists an interval I, t0 e /° , such that 
the solution (x, y9 v) (t) of (3.10) with initial value (x0, y0y v0) at t = t0 

satisfies 

|x(*)| < A , K 0 | < A , y(t) = s(x(f), <*)) o n l • 

Reversing the transformations (3.9) yields an implicit representation of (3.13) in the 
form 

F(x, y9 v) : = u — s(v) — s(x — c(u9 v)9 v) = 0 

satisfying Ffa(i>)) = 0 (cf. (3.6)). Since Fjj(0)) =- J + s^O, 0) cu(A, 0) is nonzero 
(provided \X\ is sufficiently small) an application of the implicit function theorem 
leads to the locally invariant manifold M in (3.8) for system (3.1) with M n CM c: 
c x(M). 

Remark 3.3. Once again we note that the constants X09 A0 and A just depend on 
the estimates for the transition matrices (cf. Remark 2.5). 

In order to obtain the additional invariance property of M mentioned in Remark 
3.2 (1) one has to ensure that in (3.14) the x- and t;-component of a solution of (3A) 
satisfy |x(f)| < A, |i?(f)| < A for all t ^ 0. For this purpose we will impose conditions 
on the flow on M generated by (3.7). We will use the notations of (3A) —(3.8). 

Corollary 3.4. We assume that the flow on M generated by (3.7) satisfies the fol
lowing condition: There exists a solution v*(t) of (3.7) with \v*(t)\ < At for all 
t = 0. Then there exist positive constants A*9X* with the following property: 
If Ax < A* and if X in (3.5) is in norm less X* then there exist positive constants S3 

and <54 and a C1,Lip function f*(t9 w) on t ^ 0, \w\ < 53 such that the manifold M 
has the additional invariance property: 

If (^o* uo> vo) e M and v0 = v*(0) + f*(0, x0 - c(u09 v0))9 \x0 - c(u0, v0))\ < <54, 
then the solution (x, w, v) (t) of (3.1) with initial value (x0, w0, v0) at t = 0 exists 
for allt^O and satisfies for allt^O u(t) = f(x(*), v(t))9 v(t) = v*(t) + f*(t9 x(t) -
- cu(t)9 v(t)))9 |(x, u, v) (t) - X(v*(t))\ ^ r0\x0 - c(u09 v0)\ e " n . 

The positive constants F0, F do not depend on the chosen initial value. 

Corollary 3.5. We assume that the flow on M generated by (3.7) satisfies the fol
lowing condition: There exist positive constants A0 and A1 such that any solution 
v(t9v0) of (3.7) with initial value v(09 v0) = v09 \v0\ < A09 satisfies \v(t9v0)\ < At 

for all t ^ 0. Then there exist positive constants A*9 X*with the following property: 
If At < A* and if X in (3.5) is in norm less X* then there exists a d* > 0 such that 
the manifold M in (3.8) has the additional invariance property: 
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If (x0iu0,v0)e M, \x0\ < S0, \v0\ < S0, then the solution (x,u,v) (t) of (3.1) 
with initial value (x0, w0, v0) at t = 0 exists for all t = 0 and satisfies for all t ^ 0 
(x, u, v) (t) e M. 

Moreover, on M there exists an asymptotic phase, i.e. for each solution (x, u, v) (t) 
of (3A) as above there exists a solution x(v*(t)) on #(M) such that 

|(x, u, v) (t) - X(v*(t))\ = F0|x0 - c(u0, v0)\ e"" , t = 0 . 

The positive constants F0, F do not depend on the chosen initial value. 

Remark 3.6. If M passes through 0 then (3.7) has the trivial solution v = 0. Thus 
the assumption of Corollary 3.5 is certainly fulfilled if v = 0 is a stable solution of 
(3.7). In this case M is a "weakly" stable manifold which is not necessarily maximal 
and in which the decay is not necessarily exponential. 

To prove the invariance properties stated in the previous corollaries we just have 
to investigate the reduced equation on the locally invariant manifold M, which reads 
in terms of (3.12), (3A3) and (3.14): 

(3.15) x = Ax + P(x, s(x, v), v) , 

v = Z(v) + r(x, s(x, v)9 v) 

on |x| < A, \v\ < A. We need to show the existence of a A0 > 0 such that the 
interval I in (3A4) becomes [0, oo) if we restrict the initial values to |x0| < A0, 
\v0\ < A'0 and y0 = s(x0, v0). We now investigate a general class of system containing 
(3A5) as a special case. The corollaries will then follow from the subsequent lemmata. 
So, we now move on to two results about the existence of an asymptotic phase for 
systems like (3A5). 

We consider systems of the form 

(3.16) x = Ax + P(x,v), xeRk, 

v = Bv + Q(x, v), v e Rd , 

belonging to Cl»Llp which are defined on a neighborhood Jf = {(x, t;) : |x| < a, 
\v\ < a} of (0, 0) and which satisfy 

(3.17) 1(A) < -<? < 0 , 1(B) = 0 

P(0, i>) = 0 , IP^O, 0)| < e , 

\Q(0,0)\<fi, 1^(0,0)1 <s, |ev(0,0) |<£ 

for appropriate positive e and /.. We consider the reduced system of (3.16) on the 
center manifold {(x, v) : x = 0} in Jf 

(3.18) v = Bo + Q(0, v) 
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and denote the solution rj(t) of (3.18) with initial value rj(6) = z by rj(t9 z). Then we 
ask for the existence of positive constants A0 and Ai in (0, a) with the following 
property: 

(3.19) "Any solution rj(t9 z) of (3.18) with \z\ < A0 satisfies 

\rj(t9 z)\ < At for all t = 0." 

We also investigate (3.16), (3.18) under the weaker condition 

(3.20) "There exists a solution rj*(t) = rj(t9 z*) of (3.18) satisfying 

\rj*(t)\<Al for all r = 0." 

where (3.19) is only required to hold for a particular initial value z*. 
In both cases the substitution y = v — rj(t9 z), t = 0, \z\ < A09 leads to the system 

(3.21) x = Ax + p(t, x9y9z)9 x e (Rk, 
y = By + q(t9 x, y9 z) , y e Rd , 
z = 0 

defined for f = 0, (x, j>) in a neighborhood of (0, 0) and z with |z| < A0. The right-
hand side is again in C1,Lip with respect to x and y but not necessarily with respect 
to z. The functions p and q have the following properties: 

(3.22) p(t9 x, y9 z) : = P(x, y + rj(t, z)) , 

q(r, x, y, z) := Q(x, >> + rj(t9 z)) - Q(f, rj(t9 z)), 

p(f, 0, y9 z) = 0 , px(t9 0, 0, z) = P^O, rj(t9 z)), 

q(f, x, 0, z) = 0 , qy(t9 0, 0, z) = Qv(09 rj(t9 z)) . 

Thus, in general, Theorem 2.3 applies to (3.21) only if we consider (3.16) under the 
condition (3.20) where z = z* is fixed. In this case there exist positive constants ^1 

and A* such that for & < st in (3.17) and Ai < A* in (3.20) Theorem 2.3 implies the 
existence of a local C1,Lip integral manifold 

M*(z*) = {(t9 x9y):y = y*(t9 x, z*), t = 0, |x| < 6'} 

for (3.21) where 5' > 0 is appropriately chosen. Now, part (b) of Theorem 2.3 
implies that solutions of (3.21) with sufficiently small initial data on M*(z*) tend 
exponentially to the trivial solution of (3.21). More precisely, we have arrived at the 
following result. 

Lemma 3.7. Under the notations and assumptions of (3.16) —(3.18) and (3.20) 
there exist positive constants st and Ax such that the following is true: If e < et 

in (3.17) and if Ax < A* in (3.20) then there exist positive constants <50, <5 and a local 
C1,Lip integral manifold 

M*(z*) = {(r, x9v):v = rj(t9 z*) + y*(t9 x, z*), t = 0, |x| < 5} 

for (3.16) with the following property: 
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If (x0, v0) satisfies \x0\ < S0 and v0 = z* + >r*(0, x0, z*) then the solution 
(x, v) (t) of (3.16) with initial value (x0, v0) at t = 0 satisfies (t9 x(t)9 v(t)) e M*(z*) 
and 

\(x(t)9v{t)-ri(t9z*))\ = r0\x0\c-r< 
for all t = 0. 

The positive constants F0, F do not depend on the chosen initial value. In parti
cular one has (x, v) (t) e Jf for all t — 0 provided d0 is sufficiently small 

In the next lemma we present the existence of an asymptotic phase for system 
(3.16) under the condition (3.19). 

Lemma 3.8. Under the notations and assumptions of (3.16) —(3.19) there exist 
positive constants el9 pLx and A* such that the following is true: 

If e < ex and \i < \xx in (3.17) and if Ax < A* in (3.19) then there exists a 3* > 0 
with the following property: 

U \xo\ < <5o\ \vo\ < ^o then there exists a z0 = z0(x0, v0) such that the solution 
(x, v) (t) of (3.16) through (x0, v0) at t = 0 and the solution rj(t9 z0) 0f(3.18) satisfy 

\(x(t)9 v(t) - rj(t9 z0))\ = F0|x0| e"r<, t = 0 . 

The positive constants F0, F do not depend on the chosen initial value. In particular 
one has (x, v) (t) e Jf for all t ^ 0 provided S* is sufficiently small. 

Proof. The proof is rather involved because the system (3.21) above need not 
be in C1,Lip with respect to z. 

First step: To overcome the problem that, in general, rj(t9 z) and thus the right-
hand side of (3.21) do not possess a Lipschitz constant with respect to z which holds 
uniformly in t = 0 we need some modifications of the right-hand side of (3.16). 
We first replace the matrix B by 

(3.23) B(t9X) = B - -il/(t- X)I9 teR9 A = 0 , 

where \J/ is an increasing scalar C00-function with 

\l/(t) = 0 for t = 0 , \\f(t) = 1 for t = 1 . 

We note B(t9 X) = B(t + A\ X + X) for all * = 0 and all A, A' = 0. The transition 
matrices $(t9 T) of x = Ax and W(t9 T, A) of v = B(t9 A) v then satisfy uniform esti
mates of the form 

(3.24a) | | # M | | = 7 ie- c l ( f~T ) , t=r9 

||<P(f,T,A)|| ^ y 2 e - < 2 « - ^ 2 , r = T. 

Next we choose numbers Qi9 r9 Q2 with Q\2 < Qt < r < Q2 < Q and £0 e(0,1) 
such that for any continuous matrices At(t)9 Bt(t) with ||-4i(r)|| ^ e, ||-9i(0|| = e 

the transition matrices <P(t9 T), W(t9 T, A) of 
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x = (A + At(t)) x, v = [B(t, X) + B^t)] v resp. 

satisfy the uniform estimates 

(3.24b) \\*(t>*)\\ = yi*-e2it-x), t = r, 

\\V(t9r9X)\\ ^y2e-* l«-<>, r = t . 

We now turn to the modification of the functions P and Q. We replace them in the 
usual way by P, Q (cf. [6, pp. 214/5)] so that P = P, Q = Q for |x| < au \v\ < 2ax 

and so that the suprema of \PX\, IP^, \QX\, \QV\ are less et < z0\2 for all (x, v) with 
|*| < <*i> \v\ < 2av î is to be so small that the system (2.20) associated to 

(3.25) x = Ax + P(x, v) 

v = B(t, X)v+ Q(x, v) - Q(x, 0) 

satisfies the global assumptions there without further modifications in (x, v). Thereby Q 
in (2.20) is to be replaced by r now .Note that (3.24) may replace the eigenvalue 
condition in (2.15). All this can be achieved if e in (3.17) is less then a certain e > 0. 
By the Theorems 2.3 and 2.1 the function v = d(t,x,X) representing the integral 
manifold for (3.25) satisfies estimates of the form 

sup |a| ^ K ' s u p | Q | , K' > 1 , 

sup l l^l = K s u p | | ( L | | , K> 1 , 

where K holds uniformly in X = 0. By choosing appropriate e* e (0, e] and a2 e 
e(0, aj] we can achieve the following: 

P = P > G = Q ^ r \x\<a2, \v\ < 2a2 , 

\P*\, \Pv\, |(L|, \QV\ are less £ l /4K for all (x, v) . 

So much for the modifications. 
Now let rj(t, z, X) denote the solution of 

(3.26) v = B(t, X)v+ 2(0, v) , v{0) = z . 

The above modifications imply that the solution matrix W(t, z, X) of 

W = \B(t, X) + 2,(0, r\(t9 z, X))] W, W(0) = I, 

is bounded by some A-dependent bound which holds uniformly in t ^ 0, |z| < A0. 
To conclude that the Lipschitz condition 

\n(t, zl9 X) - rj(t9 z29 X)\ = L(X) \zx - z2\ 

holds uniformly in t ^ 0 and |z| ^ A0 < A0 we only need to show that any solution 
of (3.26) with |z| = A0 satisfies \t](t9 z9 X)\ < a2 for all t = 0, X = 0. But the existence 
of such a A0 > 0 is guaranteed if \i in (3.17) is less than a certain / / > 0. This follows 
from condition (3.19) and the properties derived for B(t, X). 
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Second step: We put 

(3.27) y = v - n(t9 2, X) , * = 0 , \z\ = A0 , A = 0 , 

and construct an integral manifold for the system corresponding to (3.21), i.e. for 

(3.28) x = Ax + P(x, y + rj(t9 z9 X)) 

y = B(t9 X) y + q(t9 x, j , 2, A) 

for r _ 0 where q is given by 

q(t9 x, y. 2, A) = Q(x, y + ij(f,-z, A)) - Q(x9 n(t9 z9 X)) . 

An application of the proof of Theorem 2.3 yields the following result for \z\ ^ .d0, 
A = 0: 

There exists a function y = u(t9 x, 2, A) belonging to C1,Lip with respect to x such 
that 

M(z9 X) = {(t9 x9y):y = a(t9 x, 2, X)9 t = 0} 

defines an integral manifold for (3.28). Moreover a has the following properties: 

<r(f, 0, 2, A) = 0 , sup 11(7,11 ^ C j / 2 . 

If we restrict the (x, >>)-region to |x| < a29 \y\ < a2 we obtain a local integral 
manifold for jx| less than a suitable 8 e (0, a2] v^ith the property: 

There exists a S0 > 0 such that |x0 | < 80 and y0 = <r(0, x0, 2, A) imply that the 
solution (x, y) (t) of (3.28) through (x0, j;0) at t = 0 stays on M(z9 X) for all t = 0 
and satisfies |(x, >>) (r)| ^ F0|x0| e " / r for all t = 0. 

We note that the above relations hold uniformly in (2, A) with \z\ <̂  A0, A = 0. 
Third step: For each fixed i ^ Owe now determine the asymptotic phase of the 

solutions (x, v) (t9 X) of 

(3.29) x = Ax + P(x, v) 

v = B(t9 X) v + Q(x9 v) 

with sufficiently small initial data. To this end we want to associate to each (x0, v0) 
an initial value z0 = 2*(x0, v09 X) for (3.26) such that the solution (x, v) (t9 X) of 
(3.29) with initial value (x0, v0) tends exponentially to (0, rj(t9 z09 X)) as t -> 00. 
For this purpose we need to solve 

(3.30) v0 — 2 = <x(0, x0, 2, X) 

for 2 as a function of (x0, v09 X). In order to apply Rouche's theorem from degree 
theory we first need to prove that a is continuous in 2. This now follows from Remark 
2.2 (3) since the expression c + icyg there can be estimated here by etj2K + e^l. 
. £i/2K < et < £n/2. Thus we have 

\c(t9 x, zl9 X) - a(t9 x, zl9 X)\ = C(X) \zx - z2\ 
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where we have incorporated the constants K'9 K and the Lipschitz constants for 
P, (5 and r\ into C(X). Thus Rouche's theorem is applicable to (3.30) if we restrict v 
to jv| § J0/3 and x to |x| < 81 where 8t > 0 is chosen in such a way that 

|er(0, x, z, X)\ = J0/3 for all |x| < 8t , \z\ = A0 , A = 0 . 

That 8t can be chosen independently of A follows from the properties of a. There
fore to each (x0, v0) with |x0| < 8X and |u0| < A'0j3 we can find a solution z0 = 
= z*(x0, t70, A) of (3.30) in \z\ < A0. Because of our results in step 2 the solution 
(x, v) (t9 A) of (3.29) with such an initial value approaches the solution (0, r\(t9 z0(X)) 
as t -• co: 

(3.31) ' |(x(/, A), v(t9 X) - ri(t9 z0, X))\ = F0|x0| e " n , t = 0 . 

Final step: We choose a sequence (Xn), Xn -» co as n -» oo, and assume without 
loss of generality that a corresponding sequence (z0„) = (z*(x0, v0, A„)) converges 
to z*9 \z*\ ^ A0, for n -^ oo. We fix an interval [0, T\. Then for n greater than 
a certain n0, (x, v) (t9 Xn) and r\(t9 z0n9 A„) are not only solutions of (3.28) and (3.26), 
but also of the original equations (3.16) and (3.18) respectively on the interval [0, T]. 
Moreover they satisfy the estimate (3.21) where F0 and F neither depend on n nor 
on T. For n -> oo these solution converge on [0, T] to solutions (x, v) (t) and r\(t9 z0) 
of (3.16) and (3.18) respectively with initial values (x, v) (0) = (x0, i;0) and rj(09 z0) = 
= z*. Therefore we have arrived at 

|(x(r), v(t) - r\(t9 zt))\ = F0|x0| e " n for all t = 0 

which implies for |x0| < m i n ^ i ^ a — a2)Jr0) that (x, i;)(/) belongs for all t _ 0 
to the neighborhood Jf. m 

4. AN APPLICATION 

We keep the notations of Section 3 and consider a system (3.1) satisfying the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Moreover we assume that the manifold M in (3.4) is 
a singular C1,Lip-curve consisting of stationary points. Then the reduced equation 
on the manifold M of (3.8) will be of the form 

(4.1) x = Ax + X(x9 v) , 

v = V(x, v) . 

The functions X and V will be defined in a neighborhood 
G = {(x, v) e Rk x R1 : |x| < e9 \v\ < e} and will vanish for (x, v) = (0, v). For sim
plicity we assume that X and Vare of order 0(|x|2 + |t?|2) for (x, v) -> (0, 0). 

Proposition 4.1. Under the above assumptions let L = {(x, v) : x = 0, \v\ < ex) 
correspond to a piece of the singular curve M and let et > 0 be sufficiently small. 
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Then L is an attr actor for (4A) and the region of attraction is open in G.In particu
lar, each solution (x, v) (t) Of (4.1) having an a>- limit point (0, v) on L tends to (0, v) 
for t -* oo. 

Proof. We fix any v* with |v*| < ex and perform the transformation w = 
= v — v* — z, |v* + z\ < sx. This leads to a system of the form 

(4.2) x = Ax + p(x, w, z) 

w = q[x, w, z) 

z =0 

where p and q vanish for (0, w, z) and where px(0, 0, 0), gv(0, 0, 0) are given by 
Xx(0, v*) and Vv(0, v*) respectively. Thus for sufficiently small eA Theorem 3.1 
yields a local C1Lip invariant manifold 

(4.3) {(x, w, z):w = W(x, z), \x\ < A, \z\ < A} 

for an appropriate A > 0, In the (x, v)-coordinates of (4.1) the manifold (4.3) reads as 

M* = {(x, v) : v = o-(x, z) := v* + z + W(x, z), \x\ < A, \z\ < A] . 

We now show that M* furnishes a foliation of a neighborhood U(L) of the form 

U(L) = {(x, v) : |x| < n(v), |v| < e j , rj(v) > 0 

into stable manifolds. To this end we consider a pair (x0, v0) with sufficiently small 
|*o|» \vo ~ *>*| a n d prove the existence of a z0 depending on (x0, v0) such that the 
solution (x, v) (t) of (4.1) with initial value (x, v) (0) = (x0, v0) belongs to the sheet 

M*0 = {(*> v):v = o(x, z0), |x| < A} 

for t = 0. In order to see this it suffices to note that F*(x, v, z) : = v — cr(x, z) 
belongs to C1Xip and satisfies F*(0, v*, 0) = 0, F*(0, v, 0) = - 1 . Then the implicit 
function theorem implies the existence of a S > 0 such that for |x| < 5, \v — v*| < S, 
\z\ < 8 there exists a unique solution z = z*(x, v) of F*(x, v, z) = 0. Thus z0 = 
= z*(x0, v0) determines the sheet M*0 in which the solution (x, v) (t) through (x0, v0) 
stays for all t = 0 with lim (x, v) (t) = (0, v* + z0). Since v* has been an arbitrary 

f-+00 

choice we have shown the existence of a positive function rj(v), |v| < el9 such that 
U(L) is filled with sheets Mr* of M*. 

Now let (x, v)(t) be a solution of (4.1) with an a>-limit point in L. Thus there 
exists a finite time T = T\x(0), v{0)) such that (x, v) (T) belongs to U(L). Any 
neighborhood Jf of (x, v) (t) belonging to U(L) then yields a full neighborhood Jf0 

of (x0, v0) belonging to the region of attraction of L. Jf0 can be obtained by mapping 
Jr by the flow of (4.1) backwards by time T Thereby proposition 4.1 is proved. 
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